ABSTRACT


The operation of the ship is quite dense requires the procurement and regular maintenance so that ship operations are not hampered and problematic. The obligation of the company as the owner of the vessel shall provide spare parts and ship equipment that support the maintenance of the vessel. The Company forms part of its organizational structure responsible for the maintenance of all shipments, namely purchasing logistics.

In this study the authors explain the role of purchasing logistics in supporting the operational activities of PT.Dian Bahari Sejati south Jakarta and the constraints faced and the efforts made by purchasing logistics in the provision of spare parts and ship equipment. The method used in the writing of this thesis is descriptive qualitative method. The data collected by the authors are sourced from people who are related to the problem of purchasing logistics and data results of author observation.

The results of research conducted during the implementation of the author Land Practices in PT. Dian Bahari Sejati South Jakarta, purchasing logistics acts as a provider of spare parts and ship equipment to carry out ship maintenance in order to ship operations smoothly. Constraints faced by purchasing logistics in support of operational activities such as company policies that do not make goods, approval of supervisors who are too long distant supplier location, payment to vendors.
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